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ABSTRACT
A surface potential controlled transistor iss recently developed,
the characteristics of whicl • end upon tiro semiconductor phenomena
usually thought of as deleterious to transistor operation. These are
carrier recombination and channel effects. The device is characterized
by a high impedance grid which allocs efficient operation from a loir
impedance source. It offers promise cf replacing vacuum tubes in many
applications not previously possible.
The physics of operation are explained and the description of the
device in terms of hybrid parameters is given. The variation of these
parameters with bias conditions is investigated and explained in terms
of the underlying physics. The characterization of the device as a trans-
ducer is derived in terms of gain and impedance levels.
The writer Irishes to express his appreciation to Mr, James Martin
and Mr, Ben Anixter of Fairchild Semiconductor Products; to Mr, Fred
Morrison and Mr, Randolph Moore of Motorola, Inc., Military Electronics
Division for their assistance in obtaining the devices for experimentation;
and to Br, W, II, Bauer of the U.S. Ilaval Postgraduate School for his
assistance and encouragement in this investigation.
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In 1961, Dr. C.T. Sah described p. new semiconductor device which he
called a "surface-potential controlled transistor'.'/]/ In addition to the
usual emitter, base and collector terminals this device features a fourth
terminal known as a grid. It is the effect on collector current of a
potential applied to the grid, and the high impedance of this terminal
which sets this device apart from the remainder of the transistor family.
Because of the fourth terminal and the similarities to vacuum tube opera-
tion, this device is appropriately described by the term "tetrode" and
such it shall be called during the remainder of this discussion.
The tetrode depends upon two semiconductor phenomena for its opera-
tion. These phenomena are channel and recombination of holes and elec-
trons. Until the advent of the tetrode these two effects were deleteri-
ous to transistor action and strong efforts were made to curb them.
Since they were regarded as second order effects, most engineers are
unfamiliar with the mechanisms involved. They iri.ll be described in
Sections 3 and 4- of this paper.
The tetrode may be described by a set of three hybrid equations
defined by the current-voltage relationships at each of the three inde-
pendent terminals. These characteristics and their variations with bias
conditions irill be presented in Section 7 along with the associated linear
equivalent circuit. An explanation of the parameters in terms of the
physics of the tetrode will also be given. Finally, the expressions for
voltage gain, input impedance and output impedance will be derived and
discussed together with some cautions regarding use of this device in
circuits.

2. Description of iJanufacture.
A knowledge of the construction of the tetrode will be an aid in
under sta; ; the action of the transistor in later discussions. Con-
struction follows the sequence for the surface passive, ted planar. How-
ever, the last phase involves depositing a metal contact on the protec-
tive oxide layer of the emitter-base junction. Figure 1 illustrates the
steps in manufacture.
An n-type silicon substrate forms the collector. This is etched
to clean the surface and then exposed, to a steam and oxygen atmosphere
which causes a stable silicon dioxide to grow into the surface. It is
this protective oxide which passivates the surface and provides the
extremely low leakage currents in planar transistors (of the order of
tenths of nanoamps) . This is shotm in figure 1(a).
A window is etched in the oxide layer exposing the n-type silicon
for the base diffusion (figure 1(b)). The base is diffused into the
collector from a boric acid vapor atmosphere. The metallic boron dif-
fuses into the exposed silicon and forms a p-type layer. It is important
to rote in figure 1(c) that the junction is formed underneath the oxicie
layer covering the collector. This means that the junction surface has
not been exposed to a contaminating atmosphere as is the case in conven-
tional transistor manufacture. During the base diffusion, another oxide
layer rrro\is into the previously exposed silicon. In the case where boron
is used as the base diffusant, this may take the form of a boro silicate
glass.
As before, a window is etched in the oxide over the base to expose
the p-type silicon to the emitter diffusant (figure 1(d)). Phosphorous
is used as the donor impurity for the emitter n-type layer. It is dif-
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Fig. 1 Method of manufacture of surface-potential controlled transistor.

presence of the ox; ..uses a tl ' o: bo row into the exposed
silicon ana again, the junction intersects the surface under the protec-
tive oxide layr Lch pessivates the surface, (figure 1(e))
Provision for ohmic contacts is made by etching Endows over the
emitter and base regions and metallizin Lu linum. The etching of
the o'iinic contact windows leaves an oxide layer protecting the emitter-
base junction surface. It is this oxide which provides the possibility
of a fourth terminal. This oxide is metallized and a lead is bonded to
it, thus forming the grid. The effect of a potential applied to this
grid is the subject of the remainder of this paper.

3. The Phenomenon of Channel in Semiconductors.
understanding; of the way in which collector current is controlled
by grid voltage in the tetrode requires an understanding of an effect
known as channel conductivity in semiconductors. This effect has been
observed for many years in transistors and has been used to explain ex-
cessive leakage current in p-n junctions /2/ as well as the drift in
potential of an open-circuited emitter when the collector-base junction
is reverse biased./3/ This latter effect is known as "floating potential,"
Channel conductivity may be described as a region near a p-n junc-
tion into which either electrons or holes from the other side of the
junction may flow without encountering a potential barrier./l/ This is
often mistaken for an inversion layer which is a layer of n-type semi-
conductor near the surface of a material wliich has been doped to be p~
type or vice versa. Several investigators have concerned themselves with
methods of creating and controlling channels artificially in the labora-
tory. J.T. Law attributed this ar.omalous conductivity to an ionic currc
in a layer of water adsorbed on the surface when a reverse bias was
applied to a p-n junction,/4/ At approximately the same tine, H. Chris-
tensen isolated the channel conductivity from law's ionic current theory
by freezing the adsorbed water layer at dry ice temperature. He w thus
able to show that the channel was, at least in part, due to ch; a rriers
within the bulk./5/ He attributed the channel to an electric field at I
surface. This electric field disturbed the equilibrium charge distribu-
tion near the surface thus causing the channel. W,L, Brown /?>/, following
J. Bardeen's theory of surface states /6/ developed a mathematical treat-
ment for describing the electric field in the interior and at the sui
of a semiconductor with such an adsorbed layer of surface charge. His
model was extended by A.L, KcWhorter and R.H, Kingston who assumed a
5

Iculated ssocia - olts ;es in and along
the channel for a germanium model./2/ As Sah points out /l/, this model
is valid only for germanium samples since recombination current was n« -
lected. Such recombination is of the utmost importance in describing the
tetrode and will be discussed in detail later. In 1957, II. Cutler and
H.! : . Bath modified the work of McWhorter and Kingston to explain the non-
saturating reverse current and low forward current characteristics in
silicon diode s./7/ R.K. Kingston and S.F. Keustadter followed a develop-
ment parallel to Brown's in calculating the space charge and free carrier
concentration as well as the electric field at the surface of a semicon-
ductor./C/ These works provide a useful departure point for the treat-
ment of the channel effects in the Sah tetrode. Unfortunately, all of
these treatments are directed toward the individual who is well versed in
the concepts of the physics of the solid state and not the average ele
tronics engineer. The development which follows is a model for the
creation of a channel which \iscs concepts familiar to the engineer. The
reader should be cautioned against pressing the model beyond its applic-
ability. It is intended as a heuristic model. A more comprehensive model
within the precepts of solid state physics will be presented later. The
reader who is interested in following the later development or who feels
need, of a review of semiconductor physics is referred to the now classic
boo 1--, on the subject by W. Shockley; particularly chapters 1, 5, 9, 10
and 12. A foundation in quantum mechanics oriented toward semiconductors
is set out in Tart III of the same volume./9/
As stated earlier, there is a difference between the formation of a
channel and an inversion layer. A channel is associated only wit! bl
problem of whether a charge carrier sees a potential barrier at a junc-
tion, regardless of the actual carrier concentrations in the immediate
6

vicinity. An inversion layer is defined in terras of the relative carrier
concentrations and nay occur independent of whether the carriers see a
potential terrier. Inversion is present whenever the concentration of
the normally minority carriers exceeds the normally majority carrier con-
centration. This may occur before, at the sarae time, or after the onset
of a channel, A channel occurs whenever the potential barrier for major-
ity carriers in a p-n junction is reduced to zero. For example, if elec-
trons in en n-type material see no potential barrier to restrain them
from diffusing to the p side of a p-n junction, the condition of channel
is said to exist. To simplify matters, it will be assumed that the onset
of channel and the formation of an inversion layer occur simultaneously.
Under this assumption the words "channel" and "inversion layer" may be
used interchangeably,
Considor the p-n junction in thermal equilibrium shown in figure 2(a),
Under these conditions the junction is back biased by an amount V^ deter-
mined by the diffusion of majority carriers across the junction. The
majority carrier space distribution is uniform in the y direction. The
electrons on the n side now cannot surmount the repelling electric field
in the transition region.
Now let a positive potential V be applied to 'the surface of the p-
type material. The associated electric field repels the holes nearest
the surface and uncovers some of the negative ions. Minority electrons
are also attracted from the bulk toviard the surface. The migration of
the charge carriers and the uncovering of ions ends when the potential at
the surface has been neutralized and the system is once more in equilib-
rium. One effect lias been to reduce the concentration of free holes near
the surface and increase the number of free electrons from their normal
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rface. Thus, a. few of the
•
; n nice caused by this slight
ie new equilibrium condition is shown in figure 2(b).
assumed that no current floi i emiconductor surface.
The region near the surface is row less p-type than before.
Let the surface potential be increased. The number of electrons
available fro -t; fulk is limited ' l€ depth cf penetration
the electric field, into the bulk. However, increasing the surface poten-
tial tends to forward bias the junction near the surface and thus a
large supply of electrons available in this area. Therefore, after an
initial supply from the p-type material, nearly all of the electrons
needed to neutralize the surface potential come from the n side arc the
changi in surface potential is manifested in a change in bias across the
junction near the surface necessary to /provide these electrons. It should
be clear that for some value of surface potential, the number of electrons
will exceed the number of holes in the local region at the surface. This
describes an n type material by definition. The further the potential
increases, the more strongly n-type the layer becomes. Since the electric
field caused by the surface potential decreases as a function of dep
from the surface into the bulk, the n-type layer is less strongly n-1.
as we go from the surface into the bulk. Eventually, at some depth, r
concentration of free holes again exceeds the free electron concentration
and the --rial is again p-type. This indicates that the n-type layer
does not extend very far into the bulk since the change in surface poten-
tial serves more to forward bias the junction than to repel holes from i
surface. The fact that the depth of the surface n-type layer saturates
very quickly will be demonstrated by the results of a later calculation.
It should be noted that we a satisfied our definition of a channel:

ioi -type,
out t. re the oateri;
n-type surface layer, t tie intrinsic
region refines a unction transition region. It
shouJ so be note 1 thai is junction is reverse biased since the n
region is at a positive potential with respect to the p region. To pre-
pare the way for later arguments, consider the effect of a longitudinal
current flowing ir the channel toward the junction. The channel is
quite resistive a a voltage drop occurs in the channel which reduces
the reverse bias across the channel junction. Thus the channel becomes
wider as we approach the normal junction from the nominally p side. As
all : ! later, such a current is caused by recombination of electrons
and holes in the channel. Figure 3 represents this situation for a con-
current flowing in a channel of uniform resistivity. otential
drop is then a linear function of distance.
The ca.se which is of interest to us is the tetrode. The source of
the positive potential would, of course, be a source applied to the grid
of the tetrode. Since the oxide layer over the emitter-base junction is
an excellent insulator with a resistivity of approximately 5x10° ohm-cm
at 250°C the previous assumption of no current leaving the surface is
valid. The description of channel formation used only a potential applied
bo the p-type material. The oxide layer which forms the grid exte-
over the n-type material as well. Such as applied potential on the re-
side would nullify the biasing effects of the change in potential on the
p-side. Thus it must be assumed that the nature of the interface between
the silicon and the oxide is different for the tiro types of silicon and
prevents the grid voltage iron changing the potential at the active sur-












probal LIU ' ' he rous (n-ty Lffusant) is, rejected by the
e duri: if usion of the emittei will therefore for
layer of highly cone.- hosphorous atoms at the interface. This
forms a degenerate layer (metallic layer) which screens the surface of
the silicon from the applied grid potential. Hence an applied grid volt-
age will not affect the distribution of charge carriers in the 3 -
'
material to any marked degree. On the other hand, the o::Ic~e shows :
affinity for the base diffusant (boron) during diffusion so that the
region at the surface, under the oxide is less heavily doped than the
bulk material in the interior. As a result, the surface has a lower
equilibrium hole concentration and the charge distribution will be more
responsive to grid voltage changes. Figure 4- illustrates these points.
Formation of a channel on the p-side of an n-p junction 1ms been
described. This corresponds to a channel under the grid in the base of
an n-p-n tetrode. In order to more fully describe the formation of the
base channel, we must turn to an analysis of potential within the base.
The qualitative description of channel formation given above can be
made riore quantitatively rigorous by determining the electric field in
the bulk of the base. More importantly, solution of the problem for the
electrostatic potential within the volume will yield information as to the
depth of penetration of the channel into the bulk.. Later it will be
possible to correlate potential with channel current by considering re-
combination current in the channel and its effect upon the depth of the
channel. In order to formulate the problem, it will be necessary to
describe channel formation in terms of the energy of charge carriers.
The description will be somewhat parallel to that given by Brown /3/ and
Kingston and I'eustadter /S/.
Figure 5 is a three dimensional representation of the energy of r
12
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cross • irface the n-type to the p-type
material (zz in this ). The silicon-oxirc interface of the tetrode
is represent lane y = a: e itter ; : ' a;:e regions are
the n and p rer;icr.s respectively. Figure 5(a) shows the energy levels
of the junction at equilibrium. It is assumed that there is no residual
deformation of the energy levels in the vicinity of the surface. fy and
j££ ^re the potentials at i:hich the i ener - : lie for equal con-
centrations of electrons and holes. At the intersection of this surface
and the Fermi surface, <p , n = p. For the equilibrium condition this
occurs at the center of the junction. As before, it will be assumed that
a potential applied to the grid (the plane y = 0) Trill not change the
potential at the siirface in the n region, V is the reverse bias gener-
ated to counteract the diffusion of carriers across the junction. The
subscript refers to the thermal equilibrium value of the quantity c
corn...
.
rhe subscript n or p refers to the value of the quantity on the
n or p side respectively.
The potential \fo or ^£ is defined by -the relationship
where q is the electronic charge, {tf tf^cre the potentials at the
bottom of the conduction band and top of the valence band respectively,
k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the ambient temperature in °K and N i
N
c
are the effective densities of states in the conduction and
bands respectively as defined by Shockley on page 303 of his book,/9/
In a perfectly intrinsic material Uv = i!c and [1/ ~ T ((^c + fJKr) or one
half of the energy gap.
In figure 5(b) a forward bias Va has been applied to the junction







potential barrier for electrons which allows the ' r energy electrons
on the n sice to cross to the p si : c. [his is conventional diode o
tion. It is usually stated as the cl i the quasi Fermi levels.
This is also shown in figure 5(b). The concentration of holes in general
re •: " '- ntity $-"(£/ . This relationship is:
where ns is the intrinsic charge carrier concentration. It is a function
of temperature only for a given U/ . The corresponding expression for
electron concentration is:
It is seen that the quantity fl-lff is positive on the p side ar ce
•pp »"Hp a s expected (the ordinate of figure 5 is-^O while <P~df is
negative on the n side and >V.»<fy. . It should be pointed out that
applying the bias, Va , did not materially change the quantity <p~°lU and
so the carrier concentrations have not been modified. This is only true
where the injected carrier density is small compared with the equilibrium
majority concentration on the other sice of the barrier. Therefore *
may avoid explicit mention of bias conditions and discuss the effects of
bias in terns of the quantity fp^ijf/ 1
The effect of applying a positive potential tc the grid is shown in
figure 5(c). As previously assumed, it has no effect upon the n side.
The effect upon the p side is to lower the energy of all of the alloi;ed
states in the region to which the surface-applied electric field pene-
trates. There are now more electrons with energies greater than or equal
to the net; energy of these previously empty states. These electrons will





the conduction band. ( the probability of an ele<
occ s
.
Is one half, has been moved
conduction band. In figure 5(c), tf)p is the reference level so th<
of the Femi level is manifested by the bending of the energy levels doim
toiTard the Fermi level.) In terms of the behavior of the semiconduct
at the surface, the quantity $- \f/ reflects the change. tp-^f cone
much smaller than its previous value or p ride. As a result, the
exponent of the expression for the conce br< ion of holes is smaller \
therefore p is smaller. Conversely the exponent in the expression for n
increases and n is larger. The two are more nearly equa3 am . material
more nearly intrinsic.
An interesting point to note in passing is that the conductivity of
the surface layer increases as the concentration of electrons increases.
This is due to the higher mobility of electrons over that of holes %
^f/fefn + jSf
)
v/here ^p/^-* < I • 0* is the semiconductor conductivity, /f* and ^p re
the respective mobilities for electrons and holes. The conductivity is
seen to increase with A . Since if decreases as a function of
into the material, so does n and consequently 0* • Therefore the v< 3
drop due to a longitudinal channel current is less near the surface of
the channel than deeper into the channel. This is another factor
tends to confine channel current to the imme i te surface layer.
Increasing the grid voltage further results in the situation show
in figure 5(d). The energy bands have been lowered so f t the Fermi
level is now between ty and the conduction band. The sign of Of- if/ has
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rial. This satisfies tin vioi s efinition of channel. As can be
seen from figure 5(d), the n layer extends into the -t; e material to a
depth determined by the intersection of (f/ and ip .
L determination of the depth of the channel may be made by solving
Foisson's equation for the potential in the interior of the p region as
a function of the grid-induced surface potential:
where P(r) is the oharge density as a function of position and € is the
permittivity of the semiconductor. The approach will parallel the ana], -
sis presented by Kingston and Eeustadter /S/, It will be assumed that the
variation of potential is unidirectional and not a function of time. T a
surface is the origin of the y coordinate of figure 5. The energy origin
is taken as the Fermi level in the p-type material. The variation of po-
tential in the transition region is neglected so that our discussion is
limited to the region in which the grid has the greatest effect.
The charge density is given by:
^= Mj -N« +.f>- yi
Deep in the bulk it is known that charge neutrality exists and the elec-
tric field is zero. The potential has some equilibrium value d/~ she i
in figure 5. Using the charge neutrality condition we have:
n and p are given by (l) and (2)
= £*; sink %f/kT
21

Deeri in the bulk J^- lf/% and! n-p = %-%, hence:
ty-Nft= ^ Yli sink <%<fc/jiT
Similarly p-n =
-2HJ Sitt^ ^$$§T ;. ;eneral.
Poisscn's equation for the one dimensional case becomes





end integrating, (3) becomes:
This integration is from the bulk toward the surface end yields an expres-
sion for the electric field as a function of the potential at any point
t
jg =^ [t coskjT _ Jj cosK 3$ _ (fi.%) $mhrf (4)







The solution of this integral will yield the potential at any dept] .
More importantly, if #» is the upper limit of the right hand integral,
the corresponding value of x will be a measure of the depth of penetr
tion of the channel into the bulk as a function of (fe . A solution in
closed form is not possible however a plausibility argument will show
22

that the channel deptli si 1 irates as a function of ^ .
Hie initial value of ^ is positive and <^£ is negative. The inte-
grand is the slope of the integral. For large positive values of (/
s
the
denominator approaches infinity with the cosh 3$£ hence the integrand
approaches zero. For smaller values of i//s the slope will have a measur-
able magnitude. For fairly large <J/S (> $&- ) the integrand will be es-
sentially exp(-fy%T) which rapidly approaches zero as an asymptote.
Thus it can be seen that increasing kK wil] not materially affect the
integral and hence the depth of the channel.
23

4.. The phenomenon of Recombine tion in Semiconductors
The phenomenon of recombination of electrons and holes in semi-
conductors has been observed largely in connection with photoconduction
processes. In such a process, hole-electron pairs are generated by ab-
sorption of energy from light incident upon a semiconductor. With an
external electric field applied these carriers constitute a drift current
which is observed to decay exponentially with distance from the incident-
light source. Such decay can only be explained by a reduction in the
number of charge carriers and has been described as a recombination of the
light generated hole-electron pairs. This is a random process which is
best described statistically. The most widely accepted model for recom-
bination processes was described by IT. Shockley and l/.T. Read, Jr./lO/
Their model was concerned with the recombination rate in a bulk material
with no p-n junctions. This model was used by C.T. Sah, R.l". IToyce and
W. Shockley to describe the same non-saturable leakage current and low
forward current characteristics in silicon p-n junctions as were explained
with channel considerations by Cutler and Bath.
Recombination may be described as either one or tiro step processes.
The cr.e step process is a direct encounter of an electron by a hole which
results in the removal of both from the conduction process. Essentially
the electron has made a transition from the conduction band to fill a
vacancy in the valance bend structure. This process is unlikely since
the electron must make an energy-losing collision with some other parti-
cle at the precise point in time and space where the hole is located.
Since the hole is also moving through the crystal this is tantamount to
a man throwing one baseball randomly into the air and another to a batter.
If the second baseball makes a collision with the bat and. subsequently




The two step process involves an intermediate "trapping" of cither
the electron or the hole in s localised volume in space. Since its
probability of bi at s given point in space is now greater, the prob-
ability of being encountered or hit by another particle is greater. The
effect of traps is to increase the rate of recombination over the cose
where no traps are present.
Any localized imperfection in the crystal may act as a trap. An
imrerfection in the crystal may take the form of a vacancy in the lattice,
an impurity atom, a crystal dislocation, an interstitial atom, or a grain
boundary. Since the surface of a semiconductor always defines a crystal
grain boundary, there will always be a certain concentration of traps at
the surface. This is reflected in the relative importance of surface re-
combination as opposed to recombination in the bulk material. The pres-
ence of a crystal imperfection is manifested by an allowed state within
the forbidden band between the valence and conduction bands. The poten-
tial level of this allowed state is dependent upon the type and location
of the imperfection. Another way of describing a trap is in terms of a
localized electric field which attracts an. electron or hole and holds it
in a local area whose radius is dependent upon the strength of the local
field. If the field attracts an. electron very strongly, it corresponds
to nearly immobilizing the electron which makes it very easy for a hole
to subsequently capture it. The corresponding energy level of the trap
would be near the valence hand.
The rate at which recombination takes place describes a loss of
current. The fact that recombination also takes place in channels es-
tablishes an inter-relation between the two phenomena which is important
to the description of transistor action in the tetrode. The following
25

analytical description will parallel Shockley end Read /lO/ and Sah,
Ibyce and Shockley /ll/, arriving at en expression given by Sah for the
recombination rate as a function of the electrostatic potential at the
surface and in the bulk. Using this expression we nay then correlate
the recombination current in the channel with the depth of the channel
and surface potential. This should allow us to separate the effects of
surface potential upon channel depth and recombination rate.
Let us suppose that in our material there is a density of traps 11-fc.
It vn.ll be assumed that these traps all have the same energy level, This
assumption is relatively valid for a well purified semiconductor which
has been doped while carefully avoiding unwanted impurities and careful
crystal growing to eliminate lattice vacancies and dislocations.
A trap may have one of tiro conditions : it may be occupied by an
electron or not occupied by an electron. It is to be remembered that a
trap is simply a quantum energy state or "alloxred energy" for an electron.
As such its probability of being occupied by an electron is described by
the Fermi-Dirac statistics in exactly the same manner as electrons and
holes. If a trap is occupied by an electron, it may cither emit that
electron to the conduction banc or capture a hole from the valence band.
(The electron actually makes a second transition to the valence banc to
fill a vacant bond.) In either case the end result is that the trap is
empty. If a brap is initially empty, it nay capture an electron from
the conduction band or emit a hole to the valence bond, (in the latter
case a valence bond is broken and the released electron is trapped rather
than going to the conduction band.) The end result in either case is
that the empty state is filled by an electron. Obviously the density of
filled traps plus the density of empty traps is equal to the total density





by the .. '
rgy of the state a: as the 7erni level, Is
' dlity of
filled or , is of " of 4 :c 10""^ electron vc
e is usually much larger than 1 and f (E; can he approximated
1 almost no error by:
t(h) = e = e
Since E -~^y here ^is potenticl (or voltage):
Tlie probability of a state being is of course:
Je-p)/At
fyt)- h-P(e) = l-{^F^F --j J^/ir
e
This can also be written as:
+p
fE)= Ke)e - jT?11^
The probabilit; a trap is full must then be given by:
f ' ,)i JV«tVfcr , . ^
'f
- |/ — "3 and empty by
f
Pt= ff (Et) l-«Pt
where E-fc is the energy level of the trap and F-^ is the Fermi level for
the traps. We also defi; and F- as being the Fermi levels for elec-
trons and holes respectively. Under conditions of thermal equilibrium
(no applied biases) all of these Fermi levels coincide. --'ever, when
the concentrations of carriers are not at their equilibrium values, the
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unt by uhich th< 'fer is reflected In a change in Fermi level.
Cur ob, ive is to determine the rate of recombination of elec-
trons and ] »les. In i bo do hall determine the rate at
which electrons are being trapped by the empty traps and the rate at
which full traps are emitting their electrons to the conduction bane.
The difference will be the net electron capture rate. Similarly, the
rate of hole capture and emission will be found in order to det:
the net hole capture rate. At steady-state (but not equilibrium) con-
ditions, the net hole capture rate are net electron capture rote must
be equal. That is, the rate of filling empty traps must equal the rate
of emptying filled traps. This, then, is the rate at which carriers are
being removed from the conduction process and is the rate of recombination.
For every hole-electron pair which recombines, ore electron must flow in
the external circuit as compensation. This constitutes a recombination
current. We will have more to say about this later. The energy which is
given up when an electron and a hole recombine is converted to lattice
vibrational energy. This must be considered as part of the total power
dissipation of the tetrode. More will be said about this in Section 9
when behavior of the tetrode will be discussed.
The rate at which electrons are captured is dependent upon; (l) the
. ber of electrons available in the conduction band for capture,* (2) the
number of traps which are empty and hence capable of trappii: . electron;
and (3) the probability per unit time that an electron with a given energy
will be trapped by an empty trap at a given energy. The product of these
factors yields the rate of electron c re. Analogously, the rate of
electron emission from full traps to the conduction band is given by the
product of (l) the number of empty states in the conduction band as a
function of < *gyj (2) the number of full traps (hence capable of emitting
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an electron); and (3) bhe probability per unit tine of a full trap
emitting an elt i to a given energy level in the conduction bant ,
The number of electrons available in the conduction band, n, is
given by the product of the number of states and the probability of that
state being occupied integrated over the conduction band. For a non-
degenerate** semiconductor, the effective density of states in the con-
duction band acts like a number of states, Nc , all concentrated at the
bottom of the conduction band. Hence the electron density integral de-
generates to
:
n*J NtoJoodE = Ncf(Ee) - Mfe
ftrSk>/*r
(s)
The number of traps which are empty is given by the product of the
density of traps and the probability of a trap being empty integrated
over all energies. It has been assumed that a density of traps, 1!^, is
concentrated at the single energy E-^. The integral degenerates as in
(5) above:
V-J *G*W a Nifctee) = M*e
l
The probability per unit time that an electron with a given energy
will be trapped is given by the product of the thermal velocity of the
electron and the capture cross section. This is a constant with respect
to energy for a non-degenerate semiconductor since all of the conduction
band electrons are effectively at Ec „ This factor shall be called c-,.
*A non-degenerate semiconductor is one which is sufficiently pure
that the electrons in the conduction band are essentially at the lowest
end of the band. This implies that the density is still a function of
temperature. If the density of electrons becomes too high the concen-
tration loses its temperature dependence and the semiconductor takes on
the properties of a metal. This latter condition is known as a degeneracy,
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Using these results, the rate of electron capture is:
R Yip* 0* 9 Ne -F(fJ Ntfp* (tt)d f£)
Considering the rate of emission in an analogous manner, the number
of empty states in the conduction band is Nc-n which is?
Nc- yi = M. -fp (e*) = tfc f(£c) e
fEc' ry5)/ T
The number of full traps is:
and the corresponding probability of emission per unit tine is Q^ 9
These factors give the rate of electron emission to the conduction band
as:
(Ar n) nt e-n = Nft-fpfo) hJt&fc*)e* (?)
The net rate of electron capture is found by differencing (6) end (7).
= Mc Mi c* [-freest f
r
t) - ff (£t yft (id £*]
If the thermal equilibrium argument is invoked, the rate of emission and
the rate of capture must be equal and F^ = Fn . Under this condition
U« - which means:
f(*.)£* fe) = fpfecJftf 6t> fe
Since E-fc is alviays less than Sc> the rate at which electrons are emitted
from the traps to the conduction band under equilibrium conditions is
always less than the rate at which electrons are falling into the traps
from the conduction band
. This should not be construed to mean that the
traps can never be emptying as fast as they are filling since we have
not yet considered the other means of emptying traps: hole capture.
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Re. . : the ' ' sion for U, uhstituting (3)
o fi * - Nc hec) ^* c-k fPi fEt ) [ J - e e e j
Expanding this expression and isolating the exponential part:
It ' be found convenient to express the electron emission term in
terms of a ficticious electron density which has all of the character-
istics of an electron distribution with the Fermi level at E-fc. Designate
this by
W, = N c e then l9J
Ucr> a Ylfpife)Cn- A t «ft fe)Cn ffO)
The term Cn = Nt cn expresses the number of electrons per unit time which
would be captured if all of the traps were empty. The reader should not
try to attach meaning to the individual terms in the emission rate term
of (10). The physical meanings have been distorted by the mathematical
manipulation. The only significant thing to remember is that nj describes
mathematically an electron concentration analogous to n but with the Fermi
level at Et. This will be found useful.
Turning now to the net capture rate for holes, the same procedure
may be followed in obtaining UCp. The rate of hole capture is the pro-
duct of hole density, filled traps and a capture rate term, Cp. The rate
of hole emission is the product of the number of filled holes in the
valence band, IV-p, empty traps and an emission rate term. The net hole
capture rate is:
Up - 4 Mi Ace*) £F - frlr-f)-Tpt (Et) e P
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lhP * Nv Nt Cf [ f, fe )£ &) - (Mfyt (it) f^ }
Equilibrium arguments u : ne ^f/Cp to be t£? „ If p-j_ is
defined as
pi = Nv 6 then
UcF = f& (Et) Cp - >f>i £p* f *t) Cp (12)
where Gp is defined as Ht-p analogously to Crie
If steady state conditions are assumed, the net rates of hole and
electron capture are equal and this rate becomes the recombination rs
Equating UCp end Ucn and solving the equation first for fp-^ and then for
ft s
^Tt (£i)Cp -vp, -fpt (ii) Cr ~ vi fp+ ft-t) Cvi - n i f* fee)G
"fp*~ pCp-t w, C-n
CpffffJ + dCvt+n,)
The substitution of fp^ » 1-f-fc yields?
When these expressions are substituted beck into (.10) or (12) it is
found that:
, £&L=&!i! _ t)
If C^ and Cn , which have the dimensions of reciprocal seconds, are de-
fined as the lifetimes of holes in highly n-type material and electrons
in highly p-type material respectively,
^»- /Cp } ^e^ /&n then
\J s tH^JhJh- 0-4)

In the irgumei . una conditions have not oeen invoked
except to evaluate constants. The expression for recombination rate (13)
is valid for steady state non-equilibrium conditions. If the prodi
P2_n-j_ is evaluated using (9) and (11) it is found to be
It is now convenient to recall that the ficticious carrier concen-
trations were described in the same manner as the true carrier concentra-
tions. Also recall that the carrier concentrations can be expressed in
terms of an intrinsic energy level, an intrinsic concentration and the
Ferni level. The reference for energy has been established as the Fermi
level so the usual method of expressing variation of carrier concentra-
tions in terms of quasi Fermi levels for electrons and holes will not- be
used. Instead these variations will be expressed in terras of the variable
(ft The Fermi level for holes in the p-type bulk will be established as
the reference. The same approach may be used for nn and p^.
p. Nv e ft^T -rue'*"*7*" -w^*"
These quantities substituted in (.14) give an expression for recombination









This expression now gives the rate of recombination of electrons and
holes in the channel and the junction transition region a s a function
the intrinsic Fermi level. This expression may be used to determine the
current in the channel and the transition region. A correlation of this
result with the depth of shannel should reveal the connection if i
between channel current and depth of channel.
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5. Effect of Channel and Recombination on Transistor Action
In sections 3 and 4 the models for channel and recombination were
developed and their dependence on the surface potential was given. Now
it is necessary to describe what effect these two phenomena have on the
device as a transistor.
Consider a transistor biased in the usual manner. The emitter-base
junction is forward biased and the collector-base junction is reverse
biased. For an n-p-n transistor, electrons are the minority carriers
in the base and make up most of the current which floirs. Holes from the
base constitute a small fraction of the total however. The ratio of
electron current to total current in the emitter base junction is given
by the emitter efficiency. For a given function voltage, a total current
given by the usual diodo equation will flow.
Now apply a potential to the grid of the tetrode sufficient to
create a channel such as described in section 3. Electrons will flow
from the emitter into the channel. However this in itself would not be
any cause for concern for it does not constitute a current in the ste:
state sense. The electrons have not crossed a junction into the base
because the junction effectively lies between the channel and the base.
But recombination of an electron and a hole will occur in the channel at
a rate depending on the surface potential end given by equation (15) of
section /,.. This is at the heart of the tetrode's functioning. For every
electron-hole recombination, an electron must flow into the channel from
the emitter and a hole must enter the channel from the base to restore
the channel to its former state. This is again determined by the surface
potential as was shown in section 3 by equation (5). The electron w
comes from the emitter does not cross a junction and hence does not con-
stitute current in the sense of the diode equation. However the hole
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coming from the base does cross the junction and hence does carry current.
The number of recombinations which talr.es place depends upon the channel
volume and the rate per unit volume at which these recombinations are
taking place. As was shoiim in section 3, the size of the channel becomes
nearly a constant very quickly so the major effect is that of the changing
recombination rate with changing surface potential.
It t previously stated that the ratio of electron current to tot;
current was the emitter efficiency. The total current is fixed by the
junction iroltage. Thus for every hole which crosses the junction into
the channel, one less electron crosses the emitter junction into the base
where it subsequently diffuses to the collector and becomes collector
current. It is fairly apparent that -the more holes which flow into 1
channel, the feirer electrons will flow into the base and from there t
the collector. Indeed it is possible for the entire current required by
the diode equation to be made up of holes flowing into the channel thi
reducing electron current (and thereby collector current) to zero. This
can also be described in terms of the emitter efficiency being reduced to
zero.
The current transfer ratio, o( 9 is the ratio of current crossin;
emitter-base junction to the current crossing the collector base junction.
It is usually considered to be made up of three factors; (l)V, the
emitter efficiency; (2) ft > the transport factor; and (3) A , the collect-
multiplication factor, Ik is normally unity for the usual' transistor bias
conditions. $ describes the number of minority carriers which cross the
emitter-base junction and the collector-base junction. It is a measure
of the minority carrier recombination in the base bulk. 1'odern technol-
ogy has made this factor nearly unity also. This leaves Qt as being for
the most part dependent onV, In modern transistors this is almost
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by also which accounts for the very high values of ©< encountered. It
is true that:
g s _~— where 6 is now the common emitter current transfer
ratio, not the transport factor. It can be seen that as recombination in
the channel degrades the emitter efficiency, &, is reduced and conse-
quently 8 is reduced quite rapidly. This will be seen to be the case





6. Hybrid Equations and Parameters
The tetrode is o four terminal device her.ee, relative to one of
these terminals, it nay be described in tortus of the current and volt-
age at each of the remaining three terminals. A simple extension of
the hybrid equations for a transistor adequately describes the tetrode
.
In terns of the notation of figure 6, the hybrid equations are:
vl s ^il1! + hl 2V2 + h13v3
lo * kgl^l + ^22^2 + 1n°3^3
13 = ^l1! + h32v2 + h33v3
The defining expressions for the h-parameters are the sane as for the
conventional transistor parameters. Tote that h^, bl2? n21 aix^ ^22
virtually the sane parameters as in the transistor case, the only differ-
ence being that it is also necessary to specify the short circuited con-
dition of the grid (terminal 3) . The equivalent circuit for the tetrode
will be developed from a physical interpretation of the parameters. The
common emitter configuration will be used.
The voltage at the base terminal is made up of three terms reflecting
the conditions of the base, grid and collector.
Z« = JL = —-U is the familiar expression for the base in
impedance and is described with the collector
and grid short circuited.
MsB^Jhiz* **t\ is a voltage feedback ratio reflecting the
effect of collector voltage on base voltage.
The base is open and the grid short-circuited. This parameter it mani-
fested in the equivalent circuit by a voltage controlled voltage source.
J*G>B is also a voltage feedback ratio reflecting
the effect of grid voltage on base drive.
































The three to form branch 1 of figure ?,
The collector current is to be ms , i rjee terms which will add in
parallel to form branch two.
$n, s Jti2t s S-2 1 is the forward base -collector short circuit
current transfer ratio. It is defined with
the collector :• ! grid s' ort-circu:! In the equivalent circuit it
is represented by a current coi ' rator.
zJfm-dXz | is the collector admittance since it has ''
1
* dimensions of mhos. The base is open and the
grid short-circuited for this measurement.
&.,a4\2£S0X2 is perhaps the most significant -parameter of
YJ4C "TIT j
the tetrode. It describes the effect upon
collector current caused by a potential impressed upon the high impedance
grid. It has the dimensions of a conductance and describes the grid-to-
collector transfer effect. Hence it is the grid-collector transconduc-
tance, entirely analogous to a vacuum tube grid-plate transconductance.
It is defined with the base open and the collector short-circuited. In
the equivalent circuit it ± r - shown as ! v It controlled current s -.-rce,
The third branch of the hybrid equivalent circuit is also descrip-
tive of a current and so will be made up of equivalent shunt elements
It describes the components of grid current.
s §Ls? is a base-grid current transfer ratio of the
sane type as h^. However, it describes a
feedback factor rather then a forward transfer ratio. It takes the form
of a current controlled current generator in the equivalent circuit.
^cQ^/fUz- 2—£| is another feedback conductance giving the








is the ; dttance. It chorda con-
ies©
sist of a pure capacity for all intents and
purposes since the conductance is very nearly zero through the grid oxide
layer
,
This then describes the tetrode in terms of neasurable parameters
provided the driving signal is small. It remains to describe these para-
meters end their variations with bias conditions. The behavior of the
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electrc I tration. Applying a still more negative voltage will
restore the conditions of figure 5b and eventually bend the levels up-
ward until the junction at the surface is less biased than the bulk.
The point of maximum recombination will shift further out of the junction
until farther increases in grid voltage do not significantly change the
rate of recombination in the junction. This accounts for the level!"
;
off of bete with grid voltage well negative.
When the grid voltage is made positive a channel is formed
the grid as shown in figure 5d and a region of high recombination is
formed. r^'ae recombination in this region reduces the number of minority
carriers which arrive at the collector. Since both the rate of rec
nation in the channel and the carrier concentration in the channel
functions of the emitter-base junction voltage, a time varying junction
voltage causes a time varying recombination current which swings abc
the recombination current determined by the DC grid bias. This is equiv-
alent to a loss of signal in the form of signal component of recombina-
tion. Thus, as grid voltage is made positive, both the a-c and the d-c
beta are reduced. The terminal value of beta for large positive grid
voltage is, of course ? zero since it is possible to cut the collect
off by means of the grid voltage.
The anomalous bump in the curves of figure S in the vicinity of
Vqe = appear to coincide with the onset of channel and the almost im-
mediate saturation of the depth of the channel.
Figure 9 displays the variation of beta as a function of collector
current. It is typical of transistors to have an increasing beta vs.
collector current characteristic, however it is a montonic function.
The curves of figure 9 have an anomalous low current behavior, the cause
of which is not clear. Ir. figure 9 the collector current was maintained
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at a const? bias. In figure 10 the base w
set at a voltage and Ltage alone was varied. The col-
lector current an* se currenl re allowed to float. In this instance
beta exhibited not only the characteristics of figure 9 but also the
peaking shown in figure 10 prior - g cat off by positive grid volt-
age. These cb.aracteristi.es are obviously associated with the onset of
channel and the characteristics of the channel. But it is not explain-
able in terms of the simple model being used here. The polarity of beta
is such as to give a le0° phase shift and so 6BC is positive according
to the convention cf figure 7.
GRID-COLLECTOR TRAJvSCOl-TDUCTMCE : The characteristic which sets the tet-
rode apart from the present family of transistors is that, like vaetr-
tube small signal amplifiers, it draws no power from the signal source.
This is brought about by the insulation of the surface of the emitter-
bo se diode by the silicon dioxide grid and the effect on collector eta
rent cf an electrostatic field imposed on. this oxide layer. In terns of
equivalent circuits this is a voltage controlled current source in the
collector and describes a transfer characteristic or transconductance.
Figures 11 and 12 show the variation of the grid transconductance.
Figure 12 plots transconductance as a function of collector current.
From zero at collector cutoff, the transconductance increases monoton-
ically with increasing collector current. When collector current in-
creases, it is the result of an increased bias on the emitter-base
junction. An increased bias as we have seen changes the character of
the channel and the rate of re combine, tion in the channel. Specifically,
the position of the point of maximum recombination shifts within the
channel. Since carrier concentration, conductivity and recombination
rate are all functions the surface potential (and hence base bias) the
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total recombination current changes, as well as the slope of the recom-
bination current vs. potential characteristic. Since the slope of this
characteristic determines the change in collector current for a change
in grid, voltage, in effect it determines the transconductance of the
grid.
The change in transconductance with grid voltage is given in figure
12. Here it is noticed that the antithesis of the beta characteristic
takes "glace. For a negative grid voltage the channel is eliminated en-
tirely and a tine varying small signal on the grid will produce ro change
in collector current. The transconductance is zero. As .grid bias is in-
creased from a large negative value toinrd positive values, a channel
forms and the characteristic recombination current begins "to flow. If
a time varying signal is superimposed upon the grid bias, the recombina-
tion current will be nodule ted with this same tine variation. If the
base is biased from a d-c source, the modulation of the recombination
current will appear as a signal in the collector circuit. The transcon-
ductance incre ses rapidly and then levels off, indicating that the
operating point is on the broad, fairly straight side of the recombina-
tion rate curve, (it is the slope of the recombination rate curve which
predominantly determines the transconductance.) In terms of figure 7,
gQQ is negative since there is no signal phase shift from grid to collec-
tor.
As in ih.3 case of beta, an anomalous behavior around aero volts Is
observed. However there are two anomalies instead of the one previously
encountered. There are several plausible explanations which involve the
levels of recombination centers (traps), recombination rate vs. surface
potential and the onset of channel and its saturation in depth. The
real explanation is probably some admixture of all of these but in cry
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event, any such conclusion would not be supported by experimental evi-
dence in this paper.
The transconductance appears to reach a maximum at approximately
five volts and then starts a slow decline. An inflection point in the
recombination current characteristic has been reached and the slope de-
creases as the recombination current tends toward a maximum.
It is interesting to compare the magnitude of transconductance of
the tetrode with some typical vacuum tubes:
12DS7 .... 15,000 yunhos
12DA8
. . . .
15,000 umhos




The semiconductor tetrode compares favorably as can be seen. Its obvious
limitation is its power handling capabilities although the free air dissi-
pation of 0.8 watts and a collector breakdown voltage of the order of 100
volts speaks well for the tetrode.
GRID ADMITTANCE, yc: Coupled with the ability to control collector cur-
rent by means of grid voltage, the impedance level of the grid is a not-
able characteristic putting the tetrode in a category of electron devices
which includes vacuum tubes. As announced by Dr. Sah, the input admit-
tance was that of a very low loss capacitor of the order of 80 pf . There
was no change in admittance levels noticeable with the change of any d-c
bias condition. No change in the loss coefficient was noticeable from
d-c to 10 megacycles. This property is, of course, due to the very good
insulating properties of the silicon dioxide layer which grows during
the manufacturing process. Such a high input impedance opens areas of
circuit applications here-to-fore held to be the sacred domain of vacuum




.. 3E, H B : Ii the common-emitter configuration, the base input
is usually thought of as being made up of two resistors in
series. The first is r^ , the ohmic resistance of the base bulk mate-
rial and the second is the resistance associated with the active junction.
In the Tee equivalent of the common emitter configuration the resistance
of the active junction is composed of that portion through which only the
ba.se current flows and that through which the emitter current flows, that
is, r^ and rE respectively. Since it is always true that IE s (f + l'Ie ,
the voltage crop IE rE which is common to both the base and the emitter
circuits may be represented in the base circuit as (P+'JIb 1^ > an equiv-
alent resistance (f+l) tines as large. How Tb is the resistance of tl
forward biased emitter-base diode and may be expressed as:
XI = -7—;—r ohwj
Neglecting the reactive component of the base input impedance caused by
diffusion capacitance, the expression for the resistance can be written
as:
262e * r" +T^ + W*
This expression contains within itself the explanation for the observed
variation of 2 8 with bias conditions shown in figures 1? and 14-. In
figure 13 it is observed that for loir current the ba.se impedance is sev-
eral thousand ohms but drops very rapidly to a saturation level for cur-
rents above a nilliamp. Using collector current as an approximation to
emitter current, it is seen that the second term of (l) is very large
for very low current but drops to 26 ohms at one milliamp. This is the
factor which causes rapid changes in resistance with collector current,
notice that the curves for negative grid voltage do not drop as rapidly
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nor do tl , low, 1 is is the effect of the third tern of (l)
.
It may recalled that 6 is vor'* high for negative grid volte. ges but
is vir ial] — He: po Lti" ..." bl Arc! tern is sig~
nificant for ' ' - I voli 3 for this case it is dominant
when collector current is above one nilliamp. As tin r: volt
sidn - positive, a channel is for 6 'creases drastically, ap-
proaching zero as grid bias is increased. Mien this happens, both the
second and third terns are negligible nd only f^y remains. That this
acta occurs is bed 1 bhe merging of the curves when grid volt-
: is positive in figure 14.
COLLECTOE-Bfi.SE FEEDBACK RATIO: The collector-base feed-back ratio in
tetrode is analogous to the • parameter in ordinary transistors.
the common emitter configuration this internal feedback is positive.
o° the feedback is the modulation of the base width by collec-
tor " -- 1 voltage, A positive change Ln collector voltage due to a sig-
cs s the collector junction to a; read into the base. This causes
an increase in concentrate hence an increase in emitter
current. Since the . ... ± current is directly related to the base
voltage by the cliode equation, this change cruses an increase in forward
'.
.
' bter-base junction. Thus it can be seen -to bo a positive
i e feedback ii . emitter configuration. This is also true
of the tetrode. Figures 15 and 16 show the variation of collector-base
feedback ratio as functions of collector current i . 3 rid current respec-
tively.
For low collector curre ative grid voltages, the feedback
is relatively large, decreasing rapid] y to a stable value at medium and








































ordinary "transistors* which reinforc notion that the tetrode be-
haves in the usual transisti r tiner when griO voltage is negative.
Once collector current rets above about 10 ma, the feedback ratio is
insensitive to either grid voltage or further increases in collector
current.
When the grid voltage becomes positive and the surface channel is
formed, the feedback ratio drops regardless of collector current. It
can be seen from figure 16 that for grid voltage greater than two volts,
the feedback parameter is essentially constant. In this respect, the
surface channel acts in a manner analogous to a surge tank in a fluid
system. As the change of collector voltage changes the concentration
gradient in the base, this change is reflected in a change in the recom-
bination rate in the channel preferentially 'bo a change in bias across
the emitter-base diode in the bulk. In essence then, the change in col-
lector voltage may be thought of as causing two opposing feedback effects:
(l) the usual internal feedback (positive) and; (?) a negative feedback
which is a function of grid voltage (negative).
GRID-BASE FEEDBACK RATIO: This ratio measures the effect of a signal on
the grid in the base circuit. With grid voltage negative and no char-
formed, the feedback is that which is associated with the capacity of the
metal-oxide-semiconductor sandwich. With increasing grid voltage the
surface channel forms, A signal applied to the grid modulates the re-
combination current in the channel. Since this current reduces the cur-
rent crossing the emitter-base junction, it is reflected as a reduced
junction voltage. Since a positive change in grid voltage decreases
junction voltage, the feedback is negative. In part, this feedback may
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Referring to £ -voltage relationship of b]
;
Since , se input : is th( bio oi V-j_ to I-
,
Tii ' i„ ' r t
It is qi . pare] that the impedance of the base terminal is rot inde-
-• of the condit: hi at the
:
. d collector, As
that bher< is a sourc* .. ~ - s and a signal power in the base and grid,
each with an associated impedance, and a Ioj i] pedarice in the collector
current as shown in figure 18, From this - lent circuit it is p^
bo dor j . expression for the input i nee to the be











gri bias, it ^ s of the order of s .:.'!
ousand ohms. The hould be of r of %/5 sir-
ft BC :..3 aj . tately >• 9 .of 30"*- for reasonable
collector currents, (Common emitter output impedances, l/yc, have be
reported to ' cinity of '; " , most applications .1 - y.
"
will be of t i ..'or of unity.) Since i al irould be applied tc I
base cr grid m • ined at a-c ground, the Vq/Iq and 68< P^ terms
the nui i bor of the last part of theft* in expression irould be very small,
SGC ^ s approximately zero for negative grid voltage so the denominator of
the last bracketed expression is unity. Ike product yc-R^ is nearl;
since Vq e: z i and Rq is the impedance of a d-e biai
jaqB is essentially zero for this case as is shown by figure 17, Hence
for the case of large negative grid voltage, / <»,;. reduces to approxil •
ma tely
:
lb the voltage mode with large positive grid voltage, the h.
would be operated at a-c ground and the base input impedance is of no
importance.
The grid admittance is derived in Appe: 2 and is given bj
Yih * uG - l*ili!Jq + « B c (a ^ *& |c« +») F* 7!
-i" : E r » '
This expression is useful when the tetrode is being used in the volte











ice express:'- ierived in A
giver by:
YoUT -V P«« ;?r "/cl
Althc his i . . implifie* two nodes of o
tion, the L( 1 features are that the output admittance is ess a
ly controlled by y^. There is a term which is dependent
nitude of gain and signal size in both modes of operation. In
Vq and R~ are esi tit lly zero Ln the th , » 8 • 2lS
essentially unity; Pec'/* 4-* -'- E "' - '-"" "'- 1' ^'^-y 0.2 for Ic - lOma a]
R]3 + Z e is of the order of 10^. With these approximations, Y out
Tout — if a + £$kv
In the voltage mode fttc and Vg are approximately zero. Since i
tion ic knowr Bg« Lification can be made b<
iOUT
[fayft+0f*B*2t)+/ftl?4pB<
As before, yp is seen to set the gross value of the output admi .
with a gain depe t '.edifying this value.
u





and is derived in Appendix 4. Large positive grid voltages drive
to almost zero which immediately simplifies this expression to:
This is identical to the vacuum tube expression for gain. It must be
remembered that there is no phase shift through the tetrode so g is
I rC
a negative number according to the completely arbitrary polarities as'
signed in figure (18) .
Current gain in the current operated mode is given by:
A*
{pecfe frrH ) thefts Rg}(ky*
Figure 11 shows that g goes to zero for large negative grid voltages.GC
This defines the current mode and current gain simplifies to:
Ai = fc<
The expressions given above describe the tetrode in its two
modes of operation for low frequency j small signal operating conditions.
They should provide the circuit designer with an insight into how the
tetrode will respond for a given circuit application.
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9, Miscellaneous Motes arc! Observations
The tetrode exhibited two characteristics which, if not kept
mind, night destroy the device or prevent a circuit from operati
properly. The first of- these is the effect of base current on total
power dissipation and the second is an observed bias point instability
,
The tetrode collector current may be cut off by the application
a sufficiently high positive grid voltage. This does not mean, he
that base and emitter current is net flowing. Indeed, quite a lar
recombination current nay be flowing in the channel. This can be s
ercl hundred milliamperes under seme conditions. The potential differ-
ence through which this current flows is the emitter base voltage,
product of the two is the power bein ; dissipated as a result of reco
bination and this appears as lattice vibration or kinetic energy of the
crystal atoms. If this power exceeds the dissipation capability of the
device, destruction will result: and without ever having drawn any po
at all from the collector source. Thus it becomes apparent that care
must be taken to monitor collector current, base current, emitter-;,
voltage and. collector-base voltage. The total power being dissipated
is then:
r ' Vbb(Ib*Ic) * VCBI C
with Ig no longer negligible. Con1 . this with the old rule of thm
P VqjjIq, It is obvious that the circuit designer will have to be aware
of this pitfall and mindful of the actual physics of this device rather
than relying upon the "rule of thumb" methods of desi : which seem to
have grown up with the transistor.
Bias point instability was first observed when the low coll1
current a-c bete being inn -i - ted. It was noticed that for c
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collector sui volt ', collector current and collector impede]
changes in th< '- ' : • oul collector current.
initial conditions con] restored ' hai '; " be.se current.
While not an unexpected result on the surface, it presented an undesir-
able feedback factor unless it could be eliminated. Prom an r-c stand-
point it was found that the feedback could be eliminated by the addition
of a by-passed resistor in the emitter lead. Thin is the same approai
as is used in self bias networks in both tubes and transistors. He
the philosophy of why it works is not the same.
Essentially, changing the grid voltage changes the d-c beta . i
hence Iq, But changing Iq results in a change in the common emitter
input resistance as \n 3 explained in section 7
Ze s n*' +^jy +$+.)
r
E ^ re + (f*i) rB
If a resistance, Rg, is placed in series with the emitter, this expre •
sion becomes:
Since 6lB =Ic > it follows that for initial conditions 6|Ibi~ ^cl
for final conditions (after grid voltage changes), fia^Bl * ^c& • -^
grid voltage change increases 6, and Ig is from a high, impedance sour
J3 will not change significantly because ** 9 is a small fraction of the
total impedance in the base loop. However, if Ig is derived from a ]
impedance source, 1-q can be made to "track" 3 . This is shown to be
case in the following analysis. The desired result is Iq-, = Ip2 . Refer
to figure 19.
Rei = fo + re + fft+/)(ii+flE ) = Rs + rB 4-r£ + R£ + p, (rB +R g )
f?ez= f?s + r8 +(fr+i)(rB tRe) = P$ + re + rE + R £ + p2 (VE + Rg )
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Fig. 1? 'Jo - or. emitter Tee equivalent base circuit neglecting
feedback tor s

Now let fi 2 =r6,+A0 where 4ft is the change caused by a change in grid
voltage. Then:
i„ - & = %8
RB2 Rs + TB + rE + Re 4 (frA^fe + Re)
and 6|Igj = P1I02 +^P ^82 if the desired ICJ =IC2_ is "to be achieved. In
order to do this, it is necessary to make the ratio Ibi/Ib2 as nearly
equal to r'/pz as possible. Therefore it is necessary that:
lea frei Rs + re + rE +f?e4- p, fr£ + Pc )
be as nearly equal to (pi*^fv/pi as possible. If the d-c beta is reason-
ably large (^10) and R is very small, it can be seen that making R^
large will reduce the above expression to:
2a. ± Jrf*6.
as desired. When tested, this technique was observed to almost eliminate
the bias instability previously noted. By-passing Re with a capacitor
allowed an a-c signal on the grid to have the desired affect on beta




A new semiconductor device known cs the surface-potential controlled,
transistor or semiconductor tetrode has been described. The underlying
physics have been laid out to aid in the understanding of how it obtains
transistor action. The device is characterized by a high impedance ter-
minal to which a potential may be applied to effect control of collector
current,
/
The description of the device in terms of a hybrid set of parameters
was given and the behavior of these parameters under varying bias con-
ditions was investigated. Based upon these investigations, the descrip-
tion of the tetrode as a transducer vras derived and discussed.
The tetrode is not a commercially available device however, when it
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DERIVATION 07 TIIE "7,3:; I. I E EEDA.IICE IK THE
COMMON H UTTER CONFIGURATION
V, - ZBIt 4mc? l£ 4y%gl4 - er to figwe 18
Vt«Ia^fa i I KL $C \/_«t
L-fficI, + f<*z V?
f
3
m I8p tf s R*/fy%**l)
r*= ~ + ftM * hds
Substituting the expression for ?2 irrto that f°r V^r
v3 -. k+f&S? (»*;»>«« *) + p«* 1,]
Rq U( + /
I Rfi #6 +
L *«-«j« + ' J
Using this result to solve for Vol
n« T r in/^^^^^Or ft or
Vi s 5= F*c ^' + yscgi yg jM fo ^c* ? /*# + pes k« j.
Substituting these expressions for V2 and V3 into the original expres-
sion for Vj_, ^ ^ s found to be a function of Ij_ alone Since the ratio





^68 Ri fyc* f
v .^l^M
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DERI .- , OF E }RID BITOT AHIITTA E ! E
G012 CI" EMITTER COilFIGuRATIOII
I» + ty&l4 + 9.ca A Refer to figure ISr3 »p^«if ^1 j<
//.
U s feci, + ?6c^3
Substituting the expression for V2 into the expression for I^:
And using this result to solve for V2
V2 = p»c??t
Substituting these expressions for V2 and V3 into the original expres-
sion for Io, it is found to be a function of V3 alone. Since the ratio
of I3 to V3 is the grid input admittance:
r, M^— ^1 I"1*" '"^ It U
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Y,w 54. tf£ * fc\.4cci + U *flc+l^
t&
"/*«»







:.tic: c .: i i ^ ad ittai ge ir
THE C0131C - - iTGORATION
i*= ij<:i6+jwc;+3*»s er to figure 12
V3 = I5 <g $ 43 = ^ //*<£ f« t ' ) In
ws
* 9r<j&a + P«*X»






Substituting the expression for Ij into the expression for Vj
3
5+ I
And using this result to solve for I-: :





Substituting th< < xpi essions for V3 and 1^ into the original expres-
sion for I9, it is found to be a function of V2 alone. Since the ratio
of I2 to V2 is the collector output admittances
r,. . , - -
/^-a**^
L = He l/a
*
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. [ . i A I A! .:; R] • COLLECTOR
c a :ou
Av= V| Refer to figure IS
?etL + <Ue v/3
VC ^ Ta 4,7. li.« l?t///?AM,e,+U
/, (fed** fec^si
&L
\4= Pet ( '4 -"/gb ^/*«gj£)
J?e* £?e
(RLji«+l)tet?a) f&y+Ofo*) ffiuflt+Ofo+Ze (f?tflc*0(RB+2©)
/fcfe4?«H &$*••')
Ar = | ffc/*^foe &fEB+*B
: B Vi
fP8+ft)(^^*o j fe+^y^j^)
(fc+£e) fa $'? * - |3^A@ ^L
pet l?i





DE A 101! OF T;S CUBE AI ~C. iASE TO
CCLLEGTC E CC MC SR CONFIGURATION
Reft I* - #J c I| + g-fic V3















nvestigation of the characteristics of
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